LAOS 1:50 000

NUMBERING EXAMPLE:
Sheet 6240-II Saravane

Lao / Laos 1:50 000
AMS & CBD, Da Lat & al. 1965-1988 (Loai L7015)
333 sheets, 3-5 col., contours 5-20 cm, veg., legend
Vietnamese and/or Lao, Eng., Fr., UTM proj., c. 55x70 cm
each 50,- EUR

Sheet distribution according to diagram above. Diagram
also shows adjoining sheets of companion series
"Vietnam 1:50 000" (L7014), "Cambodia" (L7016), and
"Thailand" (Series L1017).
ATTENTION: Availability doubtful - complete availability
rather unlikely!

NOTE: If you are looking for a sheet that is on the border of the
country, it may be in another series. Check the following
series:
6818s 7240s 7585s
50 50 50
.25 .25 .25
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